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CODE: NC216
NAME: TexTAC Floor Vinyl
FEATURES:



Print and Go (no laminate required)
Ideal for short term internal floor applications (hard and flat surfaces)



Slip Rating: AS 4586‐2013: P2




Print Compatibility: Eco-Solvent, Latex, UV, Solvent
The purchasers and end-users shall be responsible for conducting suitability testing prior to use

PROPERTY
Parameter
Film

Typical Value
Materials

White monomeric calendered PVC film

Finish

Deep grain textured Matte

Thickness

180mic ±5%

Opacity

90%

Adhesive

Adhesive Type

Removable clear acrylic

Backing

Type

Double side PE coated Kraft paper

Weight

140gsm/m²

Available Sizes (width X length)

1370mm X30m

Shelf Life

12 months stored in original packaging at moderate temperature and
humidity

Expected Indoor Durability

Up to 6 months (depends on the applied surfaces and traffic)

*Not for gaps, sand, and broken up concrete do not provide a surface that the adhesive can bond strongly to.
Note: Materials must be properly dried and cured before further processing, like trimming, contour cutting or
application. The residual solvents can otherwise change the products' specific features and properties.
Storage: The material must be stored at a temperature between 20°C and 25°C at a relative humidity between 50%
and 55%. Do not expose to direct sunlight. The area must be dry and clean. Please keep the material in the original
cartons horizontal with suspension caps, and wrap by the original plastic when not used in order to protect it from
dust and contaminations.
Disclaimer: All information, recommendations and suggestions contained herein, without limitation, stated values
(collectively the “information”) shall be used only as a guide by Purchaser and not for specification or any other
purpose. The information does not constitute a warranty or guaranty of any type whatsoever. Purchase should
independently determine the suitability of all material purchased and must confirm adaptability and other
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characteristics by conducting its own tests. We shall have no liability as a result of any loss, expense, damage, cost or
other injury which results from Purchaser’s reliance on the information.
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